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Science Objectives and Activities

Scientific Objectives of GASS:  
to improve the understanding of physical processes in the atmosphere and their coupling to 
atmospheric dynamics. 

Activities of GASS:  
GASS Panel activities facilitate and support the international community that carries 
out and uses observations, process studies, and numerical model experiments with the 
goal of advancing the understanding and prediction of weather and climate. Primarily, 
GASS coordinates scientific projects that bring together experts to contribute to the 
physical understanding of atmospheric processes and their representation in weather 
and climate models.



GASS: overview

• Tow projects are entering the final phase and we are thinking about a second 
phase, or closing the project. Two projects are entering the productive 
phase. All are related to the top three errors from WGNE Systematic Error 
Survey Results Summary 

    --- Convective precipitation, its diurnal cycle, intensity and frequency 
    --- Surface fluxes and temperature diurnal cycle 
    --- Cloud microphysics 

• Affiliated projects (UTCC PROES and GABLS-4) are making progress. 

• New initiatives under discussion 

• PanGASS conference coming up in July 2022 



Surface drag and momentum transport project

COnstraining ORographic Drag Effects (COORDE): 

Goal: Understanding the effects of resolved and parametrized orographic drag through the COORDE-
nation of different modeling groups. 

Results: Phase II of the project is completed and the paper is published 
-> impact of resolved orographic drag is robust across models. This gives faith in using the high 
resolution simulations to constrain parameterizations. 

-> The parameterized orographic drag impact is diverse across models in magnitude and position. 

-> robust signal of insufficient/misplaced gravity wave drag in lower stratosphere in most models. 

Next steps: interest in continuing the collaboration in this group, particularly from Eric Bazil who 
has a student looking at COORDE-like experiments over the Rocky mountains 
For the moment, information about current and future model development on orographic drag from 
different collaborators  is gathered.



• Paper submitted 
• Significant variation between models 
• No more consistency for LES than SCMs, 

suggesting microphysics & radiation as key causes 
(not turbulence) 

• Follow-up study is discussed among participants 
(searching a new lead)

SCM

LES

LES and NWP fog modelling inter-comparison project



LS4P project (impact of init. land temperature and snowpack on S2S)

Goal: This project addresses two questions:  
(1) What is the impact of the initialization of large scale LST/SUBT and snow pack, 

including the aerosol in snow, in climate models on the S2S prediction over different 
regions?   

(2) What is the relative role and uncertainties in these land processes versus in SST in 
S2S prediction?  How do they synergistically enhance the S2S predictability?   

This project focuses more on the process understanding and predictability rather than 
the operational S2S prediction. 

Results were submitted by 20 modelling centres 
-> High elevation land surface and subsurface temperatures in the Third Pole region have 
substantial predictive capability for precipitation on S2S time-scales. 

-> Impact on precipitation anomalies is global.



LS4P project (impact of init. land temperature and snowpack on S2S)

Status: Phase I paper is submitted and there is a special issue in Climate Dynamics for 
LS4P 

Next steps: Phase II experiment with Rocky Mountains LST effect as the main focus  



Diurnal and sub-diurnal precipitation project  

Improving the simulation of the diurnal and sub-diurnal precipitation 
over different climate regimes (US great plains and Amazonas): 

Goal: to understand what processes control the diurnal and sub-diurnal variation of 
precipitation over different climate regimes in observations and in models and to 
identify the deficiencies and missing physics in current GCMs to gain insights for 
further improving the parameterization of convection in GCMs. 

Multiple phases: Interaction between convection and water vapor; Nocturnal 
convection over land; Diurnal cycle of convection over ocean; Convection transition   

Result: First paper will be submitted this week with results from multi-year SCM 
runs over two climate regimes. GCM, CRM and LES studies are following.



Key Results: diurnal and sub-diurnal precipitation project  

Precipitation onset
Central US (SGP) Amazonas (MAO)

• Long-term statistics over different climate regimes (12 
summer for SGP and 2 continues years for MAO) with 
SCM 

• Model better at SGP than MAO and not always the same 
discrepancies (-> not universal parameterisation?) 

• Too early onset more severe in MAO, due to lack of 
shallow-to-deep (better in unified schemes) 

• A follow up intercomparison with full models will reveal 
the contributions and interactions of large-scale versus 
physics 



Direction of future GASS projects

Planning: 

- Mesoscale organiza0on of shallow convec0on and tradewind cloud feedback processes: 
analysis of EUREC4A observa5ons, evalua5on of a hierarchy of models, implica5ons for modeling 
and cloud feedbacks. This work will be done in collabora5on with CFMIP (which is part of 
WGCM) and WGNE. 

- Organiza0on of deep convec0on: understanding the underlying mechanisms and assessing the 
impact of convec5ve organiza5on in the models behaviour and performance. Work to be done in 
collabora5on with WGNE and CFMIP, and with the Digital Twins LHA. Poten5al link to extrems 
and WWRP. 

- Air-sea coupling: Role of the air-sea coupling on the local scale for shallow clouds and their 
organisa5on and the effect of the local scale coupling on the large-scale circula5on (ie ITCZ) (this 
also goes the other way of course). Exploi5ng the atmospheric and oceanic parts of EUREC4A, 
coupled storm- and eddy-resolving models.



Direction of future GASS projects

Under consideration: 

- Mixed-phase clouds 
- Stable boundary layer (follow-up on GABLS3/4); e.g. around the MOSAiC campaign over the 

Arc5c– under discussion 
- AZer the EUREC4A campaign, a project on convec5ve momentum transport is being envisaged 

following COORDE. 
- An analysis of diurnal cycle of precipita5on simulated by CMIP6 models is being planned as part 

of DCP. This work will be done by collaborated with scien5sts in PCMDI. 



WCRP Light house activity ‘Digital Earths’

Role of GASS/GEWEX 

- GASS/GEWEX sees itself as the home of high-resolu5on (atmospheric) modelling. 
- Process models (CRM and LES) were developed and used in GCSS, later GASS, to study key cloud 

systems on Earth. 
- It became clear, that these models can realis5cally simulate cloud systems. 
- On larger simula5on domains, also the organisa5on into meso-scale convec5ve systems. 
- Now, global simula5ons with storm-resolving resolu5ons are emerging.





Registration opening soon! 

https://www.gewexevents.org/events/3rd-pan-gass-meetingunderstanding-and-modeling-atmospheric-
processes/





Thank you


